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NEW QUESTION: 1
Click the exhibit.
A Carrier Supporting Carrier (CSC) VPRN is configured for a
customer carrier who is a BGP/MPLS service provider. If CE1
sends an IP packet to 192.168.200.1, which of the following is
FALSE?
A. CSC-PE1 pops the BGP label and pushes a VPN label and an
MPLS transport label.
B. PE1 pushes two labels on the IP packet: a BGP label and an
LDP transport label.
C. CSC-CE1 pops the LDP label and swaps the BGP label.
D. CE1 forwards the data packet to PE1 via the VPRN 20
interface.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
How would you set the debug buffer size to 1024?
A. Run fw ctl debug -buf 1024

B. Run fw ctl set buf 1024
C. Run fw ctl set int print_cons 1024
D. Run fw ctl kdebug 1024
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which two statements are true about juniper-express-engine
(express AV)? (Choose two.)
A. It cannot decompress a zipped file transmitted using POP3.
B. It can detect polymorphic viruses.
C. It cannot decompress a zipped file transmitted using FTP.
D. It does not support scan mode by extension.
Answer: C,D
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